High Data Rate Ultrasonic Communications for Wireless Intra-body Networks
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Abstract—It is well known that electromagnetic radio-frequency (RF) waves that are the basis of most commercial wireless technologies are largely unsuitable to interconnect deeply implanted medical devices. RF waves are in fact absorbed by aqueous biological tissues and prone to malicious jamming attacks or to environmental interference from pervasively deployed RF communication systems; moreover, they pose a potential safety hazard when exposure of tissues is prolonged and at high power. While existing wireless technologies can satisfy the requirements of some specific applications, the root challenge of enabling networked intra-body miniaturized sensors and actuators that communicate through body tissues is largely unaddressed. Considering these limitations, this article proposes a high data rate ultrasonic communication scheme for wireless intra-body networks. The proposed scheme can enable various applications that require high sampling rates such as neural data recording or monitoring of the digestive tract through endoscopic pills. The proposed scheme is based on Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which is proven to be robust against frequency-selective channels with relatively long delay spreads like the intra-body ultrasonic channel. The proposed scheme is implemented in a prototype ultrasonic software-radio and demonstrated to achieve data rates up to 28.12 Mbit/s through synthetic phantoms mimicking the ultrasonic propagation characteristics of biological tissues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Body area networking (BAN) is among the key technologies that will enable the digital health vision [1], whereby traditional clinical practice will be enhanced by and complemented with state-of-the-art advances in information technology. Among others, significant research efforts have been devoted to the development of miniaturized biomedical devices that can be implanted, ingested, or worn by humans and are wirelessly internetworked to collect diagnostic information and to fine-tune medical treatments over extended periods of time [2], [3]. This cross-fertilization between biomedical science and networking technology will enable and improve various applications including neural data recording and monitoring of the digestive tract through endoscopic pills, among others. Specifically, neural data recording has been an application of significant interest for neuroscientists. Its purpose is to monitor and record the neuronal electrical activity in the brain to investigate fundamentals of behavioral neuroscience and novel applications in neuroprosthetics. Today, most of the neuroprosthetics applications focus on (i) assisting tetraplegic patients to regain their capabilities of communicating and interacting with their environment through prosthetic devices (e.g., prosthetic arms) [4]–[6], (ii) enabling early diagnosis and prevention of neurological conditions, e.g., epilepsy and seizure [7], [8]. Neural data recording systems typically require high data rate communications (e.g., 24 Mbit/s) because of the nature of data that are recorded continuously, at multiple sites, and with high sampling rates [9], [10]. Currently, the majority of existing BAN devices for neural data recording depend on traditional electromagnetic RF carrier waves. Similarly, endoscopic pills, which have been used for collecting images from the digestive system, mostly depend on RF carrier waves for enabling real-time wireless telemetry [11], [12]. In this paper, we contend that this is not the only possible approach, and that RF-based technologies have several limitations that can negatively affect the patients medical experience with neural data recording devices including:

• **High Absorption by tissues.** The human body is composed primarily (65%) of water. Therefore, RF waves are subject to high absorption, even at relatively low frequencies. For neural data recording systems, researchers have either designed implantable devices with relatively high transmission power levels [10], [13] that can potentially increase the temperature of the brain; or externally mounted devices [14], [15] that may decrease the comfort level of the patient. Similarly for endoscopic pills, researchers focused on lowering transmission power levels, which eventually limits the available data rates and accordingly the quality of the captured real-time video [11].

• **Crowded RF Spectrum.** The RF spectrum hosts a large (and increasing) number of devices that compete for spectrum access (e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth). Interference generated by such systems can affect the reliability and
security of the intra-body network, and ultimately the safety of the patient.

- **Safety Concerns.** In 2011, the World Health Organization classified RF waves as possibly carcinogenic to humans [16]. Thus, a massive deployment of RF devices into the body, especially in proximity of delicate organs such as the brain, may raise safety concerns.

- **Interference.** RF communications are prone to jamming or eavesdropping caused by malicious agents using inexpensive and off-the-shelf devices. In many cases, jamming may not even be illegal on ISM spectrum frequencies where devices can transmit without any special permission.

In light of these formidable obstacles, in [17]–[19] we proposed a paradigm shift in wireless networking for implantable devices and explored the use of ultrasonic waves to wirelessly internetworked intra-body devices. Acoustic waves, which are typically generated through piezoelectric materials, are known to have better propagation characteristics than RF in dielectric media composed primarily of water [20]. Based on the medical experience of the last decades, ultrasonic waves are proved to be fundamentally safe as ultrasonic heat dissipation in tissues is minimal compared to RF [21] as far as acoustic power dissipation in tissue is limited to specific safety levels [2], [3]. Moreover, novel piezoelectric material and fabrication methods enable the production of miniaturized transducers at the micro [22] and even nano scales [23].

Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a communication scheme that has been widely used in underwater acoustic communications [24]–[27], due to its robustness against frequency-selective channels with long delay spreads. Considering that intra-body networks have channel characteristics to some extent similar to those of underwater acoustic networks, OFDM stands out as a favorable signaling scheme to provide robust and high data rate communication links. Therefore, in this paper, we propose and demonstrate for the first time an Ultrasonic OFDM communication scheme that can support high data rate ultrasonic communications for intra-body networks, as required by applications such as neural data recording or wireless endoscopic pills. We demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed scheme through two sets of experiments on a software-defined testbed that consists of software-defined nodes communicating via ultrasonic waves through media that emulate acoustic propagation through biological tissues with high fidelity, i.e., ultrasonic phantoms. We experimentally prove the performance of the proposed scheme by showcasing data rates up to 28.12 Mbit/s.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly review related work. In Section III we present the proposed Ultrasonic OFDM scheme. In Section IV we introduce the testbed architecture, while in Section V we extensively evaluate the performance of Ultrasonic OFDM. Finally, in Section VI we conclude the paper.

### III. Ultrasonic OFDM

OFDM is a digital multicarrier signaling scheme that uses closely spaced orthogonal sub-carrier signals for conveying data on several parallel data channels, such that the channel on each subcarrier is subject to flat fading. In the time domain, this consists of dividing a high data rate stream into multiple low rate streams, each transmitted on a different subcarrier. In this way, the symbol rate on each subcarrier is reduced, and hence the effect of inter-symbol interference (ISI) caused by multipath delay spread is reduced. Considering this, we proposed OFDM communication schemes for underwater acoustic communications [24]–[26] to overcome the effect of frequency selective channels with long delay spreads. This paper reports on our efforts in designing and prototyping an OFDM signaling scheme for intra-body ultrasonic communications.

Specifically, in this paper, we define a packet format that consist of $N$ consecutive OFDM blocks. To reduce the effect of multipath delay spread, we use a zero-padding (ZP) technique, which is based on padding zeros after each OFDM block to act as a guard interval. We chose ZP over other alternatives such as cyclic-prefixing (CP) because of its energy-efficiency. In the proposed packet format, each OFDM block is designed to have $K$ subcarriers, which are assigned with three different roles: (i) $K_D$ subcarriers are designated as data subcarriers for allocating data symbols, where each data symbol is a modulated version of information bits with different gray-coded modulation schemes (i.e., Binary-Phase-Shift-Keying (BPSK), Quadrature-Phase-Shift-Keying (QPSK), 8-PSK, 8-Quadrature-Amplitude-
Modulation (8-QAM), 16-QAM, 32-QAM, 64-QAM, 128-QAM); (ii) \( K_P \) subcarriers are charged as pilot subcarriers for carrying symbols that are known both by the transmitter and the receiver. Pilot subcarriers are equally spaced within the OFDM block and carry symbols that are mapped with BPSK for decreasing the complexity of the receiver algorithms [28]. The pilot subcarriers are exploited for performing channel estimation, block-level (fine) synchronization, and supporting Doppler scale estimation; (iii) \( K_N \) null subcarriers are assigned to be used for Doppler scale estimation. Moreover, the packet format includes a preamble, i.e., Pseudorandom-Noise (PN) sequence, preceding each packet for using in packet detection and coarse-synchronization operations.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed OFDM scheme. At the transmitter side, the information bits are mapped into symbols based on the selected modulation scheme. The generated serial symbol stream is then converted into a parallel stream in accordance with the subcarrier positions alongside with pilot and null symbols. Consequently, the parallel stream is fed into an IFFT block, which outputs the symbol representations in the time domain as a serial stream. Later on, the a zero-padding operation is performed to generate ZP-OFDM blocks. The formed ZP-OFDM blocks are fed into an operational block, where they are transformed into the packet format with the addition of preamble block. Finally, the resulting stream is up-converted to the carrier frequency and transmitted. At the receiver side, first the received signal is down-converted to baseband and a low-pass filter (LPF) is used for filtering out the out-of-band noise and interference. The filtered baseband signals are then fed into synchronization blocks, where the correlation properties of the PN sequence are exploited to perform frame detection and coarse-synchronization. Following the coarse-synchronization, the OFDM frame is partitioned into individual OFDM blocks by performing the block-level synchronization by using the pilot symbols [27]. The partitioned OFDM blocks are then converted into parallel streams to be fed into the FFT block, where they are converted to serial streams in the frequency domain. Later on, the frequency domain streams are passed to a block, where the Doppler scale is estimated and compensated accordingly. The Doppler-compensated OFDM blocks are fed into the a channel estimation block, which performs pilot-tone based channel estimation and channel equalization. Finally, a receiver block that incorporates a Zero-Forcing receiver maps equalized symbols onto the bits.

IV. TESTBED ARCHITECTURE

We implemented a custom software-based radio (SDR) based nodes for testing ultrasonic communication schemes, which we designed and used in our previous work [19]. Similar to [19], we built a testbed that consists of two of these SDR-based nodes, which support an ultrasonic communication link through an ultrasonic phantom that mimics the acoustic propagation properties of biological tissues with high fidelity. The custom SDR-based nodes consist of (i) a USRP N210, (ii) a host Linux-PC, (iii) a power amplifier/voltage preamplifier, (iv) an electronic switch, and (v) an ultrasonic transducer. Fig. 2 depicts the hardware architecture of the node.

**USRP N210.** We selected USRP N210 [29], a commercially available, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based, SDR platform due to its low cost and wide adoption in academia and industry. USRP N210 consist of a motherboard and two daughterboards. Specifically in our node design, we selected LFTX and LFRX daughterboards, which cover a frequency band of (DC – 30 MHz) that enables a half-duplex transceiver operating in the ultrasonic frequency ranges of interest to us. The motherboard acts as the main processing unit, which is equipped with an analog-to-digital-converter (a dual 100 MS/s 14 – bit ADC) and a digital-to-analog-converter (a dual 400 MS/s 16 – bit DAC), that are both controlled by a 100 MHz master clock, and an FPGA unit (Xilinx Spartan 3A-DSP3400). The sampling rate of incoming digital samples (from ADC) and outgoing samples (to DAC) is fixed at 100 MS/s, while the FPGA digitally interpolates/decimates the sample stream to match the hardware sampling rate to the rate requested by the user. In USRP, high rate baseband signal processing is typically performed in an host-PC that is connected to the USRP through a Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) connection or in the FPGA.

**Host Machine.** The host machine is the processing unit that typically handles high rate baseband signal processing functionality. It can be either a desktop/laptop computer or
a computer-on-module, e.g., Gumstix, Raspberry Pi. To implement signal processing functionalities, we used GNU Radio [30], which is commonly used (i) to drive the USRP operations from the host-PC, (ii) as well as to implement signal processing operations in combination with MATLAB scripting language. GNU Radio provides a plethora of signal processing blocks that are implemented in C++ and that can be leveraged to rapidly implement a wide range of wireless communication schemes. In our testbed, we chose to use the GNU Radio framework because of its large set of available building blocks and because of the capability of creating new custom blocks easily for implementing customized communication schemes. In this paper, as explained in Section V, we also combine receiver functionalities of GNU Radio blocks and MATLAB scripting language for experiments.

**Amplifiers and Switch.** Our testbed uses amplifiers to enhance the communication range and performance of the ultrasonic link. At the transmitter side, we use a COTS power amplifier (PA), Mini-Circuits LZY − 22+ [31] that is capable of providing a gain of 43 dB across the operating frequency of 0.1 − 200 MHz and leverage it to amplify the output power of the LFTX daughterboard (i.e., 2mW). At the receiver side, we use a COTS Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA), Mini-Circuits ZFL − 1000LN+ [32], which offers a low-noise figure of 2.9dBI. To enable full-duplex operations with a single ultrasonic transducer on a time division basis, we incorporated in our node design a COTS electronic switch, Mini-Circuits ZX80 − DR230+, which offers a low insertion loss with a very high isolation over the frequency range of 0 − 3 GHz. We drive the electronic switch by leveraging the General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) digital pins available on the LFTX and LFRX daughterboards.

**Ultrasonic Transducers.** We use ultrasonic transducers that are capable of generating and detecting ultrasonic waves over a range of frequencies of interest to us. Typically, ultrasonic transducers are based on the piezoelectric effect, which enables two-way conversion between electrical and ultrasonic energy [33]. The main factors in determining the ultrasonic transducer to be used in the system is the operating frequency. It has been shown in [1] that while increasing the operating frequency allows to decrease the size of the transducer, it results in higher signal attenuation. Therefore, to be able to operate over the links that are in the order of several cm, the operating frequency should not exceed 10 MHz [2]. Moreover, today most of the biomedical sensing applications require directional transducers. Considering these, we aimed to select small-size directional ultrasonic transducers that can support lowest possible frequencies and large signal bandwidths. Hence, we used standard immersion ultrasonic transducers, Ultran WS37 − 5 [34], which offers approximately a nominal bandwidth of 5 kHz at the central frequency of 5 kHz. The frequency response of the Ultran WS37 − 5 is illustrated in Fig. 3.

**Ultrasonic Phantoms.** To emulate the intra-body ultrasonic communication channel with high fidelity, we used ultrasonic phantoms [35]. The ultrasonic phantoms consist of tissue-mimicking materials (tissue substitutes) that have the same acoustic propagation characteristics of human tissues, e.g., sound speed, density, and attenuation. Our testbed is based on an off-the-shelf human-kidney phantom immersed in a background water-based gel [36] that has the dimensions of 10cm × 16 cm × 20 cm. The background gel has the same density and sound speed as the kidney, which minimizes the possible reflections and retractions and accordingly can be considered acoustically transparent. The acoustic characteristics of the phantom are summarized in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Speed, v (m/s)</th>
<th>Attenuation, α (dB/cm)</th>
<th>Density, ρ (Kg/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Background Gel</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
<td>1020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility and the performance of the proposed ultrasonic communication scheme for intra-body communications through testbed experiments. We conducted two set of experiments on the testbed setup that consists of two SDR-based ultrasonic nodes communicating through a human-kidney phantom, as illustrated in Fig. 4. In the first set of experiments, we focused on realizing real-time implementation of the OFDM physical layer and evaluated its performance in terms of BER for different transmission power levels. In the second one, we concentrated on maximizing the data rate of the proposed scheme and evaluated results with offline processing.

**A. Experiments with Real-Time Processing**

In this set of experiments, we aim to reach a real-time implementation of the communication scheme that is defined
in Section III. To obtain this, we designed and implemented all the processing blocks using GNU Radio on the host machine. However, the sampling rate and accordingly the data rate of this implementation are limited by two main factors: (i) the link capacity of the GigE connection between the host machine and the USRP that limits the maximum achievable sampling rate, i.e., 25 MS/s. When this sampling rate is exceeded, the GigE connection starts experiencing network packet drops that cause loss of digital samples; (ii) purely software implementations (GNU Radio) of digital signal processing blocks introduce high processing latency [37]–[39], which eventually overloads the host machine when operating at high sampling rates, i.e., typically greater than 10 MS/s. Therefore, if the host machine is not capable of processing the data as fast as the sampling rate, the internal buffers that store digital samples overflow and cause loss of digital samples.

To overcome this limitation, considering the processing time of our implementation, we limited our sampling rate to 781 kS/s, which corresponds to a bandwidth of 390 kHz. We used a carrier frequency of 5 MHz, which matches with the center frequency of the ultrasonic transducers. We defined a packet structure that incorporates 32 OFDM blocks, each of them including 2048 total number subcarriers and 128 pilot subcarriers. Each data subcarrier carries an information symbol that is mapped either with BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, or 16QAM.

As a note, specifically for this set of experiments, we did not incorporate the power amplifier in the testbed setup. Figure 5 shows BER versus SNR performance for different modulation schemes and accordingly different data rates. We observe that data rates of 28.12 Mbit/s can be reached with a BER performance of $10^{-1}$ while data rates up to 20.12 Mbit/s are achievable with a BER lower than $3 \times 10^{-2}$. As a note, in this specific set of experiments, we do not consider any forward-error-correction (FEC) coding, e.g., convolutional codes, that can trade off BER performance for data rate.

### Table II. BER versus SNR results for different modulation schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>BER $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>SNR [dB]</th>
<th>Data Rate [Mbit/s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8QAM</td>
<td>1.9 $\times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16QAM</td>
<td>5.8 $\times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32QAM</td>
<td>3.1 $\times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64QAM</td>
<td>8.0 $\times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128QAM</td>
<td>1.3 $\times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. Conclusions

We designed a high data rate ultrasonic communication scheme for wireless intra-body networks. We discussed design and implementation of an OFDM communication scheme on a software-defined testbed architecture. We experimentally demonstrated the performance of the proposed communication scheme on synthetic phantoms mimicking the propagation characteristics of biological tissues. Specifically, we reached data rates up to 28.12 Mbit/s, which can enable novel intra-body applications requiring high sampling rates such as neural data recording and wireless endoscopic pills.
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